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For the first time in many years, automobile industry actors (managers, shareholders, employees,
etc.) are not being advised to adopt a one best way to ensure their companies’ survival. The two models
that in the past 15 years successively claimed to possess universal validity, the Japanese and the Anglo-
American, have lost their gloss, the former following the Asian crisis and the latter following the
bursting of the new economy bubble. The period we have been living through since is particularly
conducive to observations of the various paths that company actors can explore when developing new
bargaining positions and compromises. It is also (momentarily) conducive to publicize and to develop
one of main GERPISA conclusion of the three previous programmes: the limited and renewed diversity
of national institutional configurations and of capitalist enterprise models.

This new paradigm results from the implementation of a methodological rule that consists of
always seeking the conditions in which any new tendency emerges and generalises before affirming that
it should be adopted or that its diffusion is inevitable. The Robert Boyer and Michel Freyssenet’s
attempt to synthesise the GERPISA output little by little revealed two conditions of firms’ profitability,
that can explain the diversity of trajectories and models: an appropriate “profit strategy” within the
framework of a national “growth mode”; and a “governance compromise” amongst company actors,
enabling them to create some coherency between the different means that are in use (product policy,
productive organisation and employment relationship).

GERPISA’s International Programme Steering Committee has come to the conclusion that these
two conditions, and the new joined concepts are sufficiently robust and fertile hypotheses to serve as a
temporary starting point for an analytical schema that models the way firms and their actors change over
time. So the International Committee invites the network to appropriate these two conditions and
concepts so as to test their potentialities and limitations, palliate any shortcomings, overcome any
deficiencies and devise new analysis for the future. It concerns to take part in a cooperative process
guaranteeing that everyone’s contribution will be recognised. The goal will be to produce conceptual
tools and practices that will be sufficiently relevant so as to have a lasting impact on international
debate.

The 11th International Colloquium will be an important moment in the GERPISA analytical
schema’s development process and in the acknowledgement of each participant’s contribution to this
process. Session leaders will work especially hard to focus on the contribution that each communication
makes to the schema’s development, and to its initial conceptual core.

Communications can be drawn from personal research findings or from the work that is accessible
in large part on the GERPISA’s website. They can delve into all components of company configurations
(in the automobile industry and comparatively in other sectors) and into the main aspects of their
context. As far as possible, speakers will try to identify the differences and the evolutions and to test



several analytical schema, notably the GERPISA schema. Topics include: product policy; production
and work organisation on a national and international scale; employment relationships; actors
(managers, shareholders, banks, labour unions, employees, suppliers, distributors, public authorities,
etc.); company government compromises; profit strategies; market structure; public policy; types of
usable capital; industrial relations; and the structure of the wage-labour nexus.

Emphasis will be placed, within these different areas, on certain research topics, either because
they were insufficiently documented in the past, because they have become increasingly topical, or
because the answers that can be given to them are important to developing the analytical schema:

� what changes have there been since the mid-1990s in the division of labour and in working
conditions in companies’ different areas (design, manufacturing, sourcing, distribution,
services and administration). To what extent do such changes reflect companies’ varying
profit strategies, compromises between their actors and national wage compromises?

� what has been going on between the crucial actors inside the sector, specifically employees,
unions and employers?

� how has the organisation of design changed according to the profit strategy that is adopted
or the different types of product architecture and/or organisation found in the automobile
branch?

�  how have product-policies varied in the light of the different kinds of national markets
(demand and competition), public policy, companies’ profit strategies, compromises
amongst actors and technological opportunities? Towards this end we will try to distinguish
between varying sorts of innovation, product architecture and diversification (notably with
regards to services).

�  what changes have there been in actors’ relative positions as regards their chosen profit
strategies and newly developed internal compromises? In particular, what role have
shareholders and financial markets been assuming since the 2000 crash; distributors since
the advent of new rules of competition; and suppliers since they have become hierarchised?
Can we start to outline the contours of the new company governance compromises that have
been derived from this?

� are we witnessing the emergence of new profit strategies that are concretised in companies’
attempts to reconcile conceptual innovation with platform strategies or to cut costs
regardless of the circumstances; or else are we seeing attempts to develop types of services
that reflect the changes in demand and competition which mark the various modes of
growth?

�  are we now in a position to draw conclusions from the late 1990s wave of alliances-
acquisitions-mergers, whilst accounting for differences in initial profit strategies and internal
compromises?

�  could the analysis of productive models, its analytical grid and associated concepts,
developed in the auto industry be applied in other sectors?

The proposals can be individual (two pages) or collective (project of session: theme and list of
three or four possible papers - three pages)

Deadline for submitting a communication or session outline: 24 January 2003
Selection committee decision deadline: 14 February 2003.

Deadline for submitting final text (paper and diskette format or E-mail): 11 April 2002.
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